INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Following instructions prescribe requirements for submission of articles for Evergreen - Joint Journal of Novel Carbon Resource Sciences & Green Asia Strategy, Kyushu University.

Acceptable Articles:

Unpublished papers, reviews or micro reviews and technical reports written in English. Submission of papers or reviews written in Japanese should be acknowledged in each case by the editorial committee.

Qualification:

Researchers, staff and students related to Novel Carbon Resource Sciences (NCRS), Green Asia Strategy (GA) or collaborative partners who were introduced by researchers or staff members related to NCRS and GA.

Manuscripts:

Submitted papers or reviews should follow "Instructions for Manuscripts" which are prescribed separately.

Review Process:

Referee system is adopted. All of Evergreen articles will be peer reviewed. Acceptance of articles is determined by the editorial committee on the basis of the review conducted by the referees delegated by the editorial committee. The editorial committee may reject the paper or request authors for revision of their articles depending on the review comments.

Date of Acceptance:

Date of acceptance shall be the date when the members of editorial committee have accepted the article.

Publication Fees:

No publication fees are required.

Others:

Other required matters for submission of articles shall be determined by the editorial committee.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MANUSCRIPTS

Manuscripts are recommended to be written using a template for Evergreen (Microsoft Word.doc).

Certification Form with Complete List of Submitted Materials should be submitted together with a manuscript to the journal's editorial office via GA secretariat.